Enterprise-grade mobility solution. Security without compromise.
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FAMOC – Endless Possibilities of
Samsung KNOX at Your Fingertips

FAMOC and Samsung KNOX – Meeting Enterprise Security Needs
With Android-powered smartphones and tablets spreading across enterprise mobile eco-systems, it
is crucial to ensure simple enrollment, secure access to corporate data and real-time control over
devices connecting to business network.
The FAMOC and Samsung KNOX solutions satisfy a full range of security needs connected with
Android deployment. The combined solution secures businesses from a basic level up to the high
security and control needs of government and regulated environments.

FAMOC at a Glance. The Best Platform for Business.
Available as a highly-scalable cloud or on-site solution, FAMOC
makes working in the mobile era simple and safe by delivering comprehensive security and management for applications, documents,
email, and devices. It is a solid foundation for managing multi-OS
devices with ease and efficiency. Ease of deployment, flexibility and
enhanced security are things our customers love about FAMOC.

Designed with a Focus on Security
FAMOC is built with comprehensive security features that provide IT
with powerful, yet simple ways to control all corporate and private
devices, data and apps.
The FAMOC platform comes standard with a wide range of functionalities beyond basic password enforcement, remote wipe and
monitoring – including blacklisting, establishing BYOD security policies, advance certificate lifecycle management, blocking or selectively wiping devices that are out of compliance or lost.

Smart Management
FAMOC provides all the tools and technologies you need to control
every aspect of enterprise mobility — from enrolling devices for use
on your corporate network, to configuring settings and managing
data access, to deploying and managing apps. FAMOC delivers
role-based management and configuration for both corporate and
employee-owned devices across all operating systems.

Seamless Integration
With advanced integration capabilities for both integrations with
enterprise systems (AD, CA and Exchange) and for integrations
using FAMOC WebService API for additional third party integrations,
you've got everything you need to embrace mobility and transform
your business.

Scalability
Deploy FAMOC in virtually every business environment. From ten
devices to ten thousand, corporate-owned or BYOD, enrolling devices
is quick, easy and error-free. FAMOC allows actions to be carried
out on a single handset as well as performing bulk operations on
OS-differentiated groups of devices. Applications are quickly and
easily sent remotely or available from corporate appstore.

End-user Self-care and Support. Anything else?
Solving problems has never been easier. With FAMOC, employees
have the tools to serve themselves (report lost/stolen device, remotely wipe or locate the device), or can ask IT for technical support.
Troubleshooting and diagnostics with remote access takes minutes
resulting in decrease in device downtime, higher workforce efficiency
and greater user experience.
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Enhanced Management of Samsung KNOX and SAFE
devices with FAMOC
Samsung KNOX is a new enterprise mobile solution available for
selected Samsung devices. It is a is a huge step forward in enabling
Android-running devices to be used securely at work. KNOX offers
a unique container technology that allows organizations to make
sure their corporate data is safe and secure without adversely affecting the user experience.
Laveraging Samsung KNOX and Samsung SAFE technology extends
FAMOC comprehensive security features. With FAMOC solution
mobile IT teams can manage their data within KNOX container
using the same central management and policy tools they use throughout their organization.
MDM Capabilities
• KNOX container activation and control
• Private and business data separation (dual persona)
• Monitor and enforce compliance with over 390 IT Policies
• Remote Microsoft EAS Configuration
• VPN Configuration
• Enable/Disable Device Capabilities (e.g. camera, Bluetooth,
GPS)
• Kiosk Mode - disable hardware keys, control notification
bar and more
• Usage Monitor – manage expenses, set limits and enforce
roaming policies
• Security Policies based on group membership or ownership
of the device (BYOD Support)
• Role-based Access through Active Directory

Application Management
• Whitelist and Blacklist Apps
• Silently Push/Remove Applications
• Corporate Application Store - only for managed devices
• HelpDesk - Remote Support
Security
• On-Device/SD Card Encryption
• Enforce Password Settings
• Secure Corporate Email, Intranet and Apps (Per-app VPN)
• Remote Lock/Wipe (including Enterprise Wipe)
• Unique Certificate Installation and Management (strong
authentication)

FAMOC and Samsung KNOX Key Benefits
• Security at the core of our development. FAMOC enterprise-grade
security features allow IT to closely manage corporate data while
enabling employees to focus on getting their work done.
• Complete management. Powerful features address the full
device lifecycle. You can manage large deployments with ease
and efficiency.
• Forward thinking. Transforming businesses to get the most of
mobile technology.
• Flexibility. Flexible deployment options can help you quickly integrate FAMOC into your existing infrastructure.
• Customization. An easily changeable interface can be tailored
to customers’ or partners’ branding. Multiple languages are
supported.

One of the greatest advantages of deploying MDM is the highest level of security. The use of remote
access technology enables IT to better serve the employees, which is a very signiﬁcant added beneﬁt.
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